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Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 
 

5th World Assemblage 

On Solar Monkey, kin191 of the Electric Storm year, 
(27/08/08 Gregorian), Thri Fractal Psi Operatives 
performed ceremony at Kellie Law in the Kingdom of 
Fife, Scotland,  intending the awakening of collective 
consciousness to the fact of 5th World (Golden Age) 
assemblage. 
This evolution is  transcending the limited mind of 
the 4th World military and industrial complex and 
the lock down of constraint and limitation. 

On Planetary Human, kin 192 (28/08/08) High Lamas sat in meditation for 18 hours 
with a clear focus of intent that the 2nd law of thermodynamics, the heat death law, be 
transformed in the collective consciousness such that the laws of Infinity may establish 
the evolution of awakening which is the supreme gift for all who choose the dharmic 
opportunity of these changing times. 
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Thri-Fractal Star  Nations Alliance 

70% Plan for Planetary Transformation 

Earth is a potentially paradisic environment in which to 
experience life. But at the dawn of the 21st century the 
planet is ravaged by killing, destitution, poverty, disease, 
corruption and abuse. This is because a very few men 
choose to sustain a permanent war economy in order to 
continue to accumulate for themselves. The people of the 
4th World entropy are slaves to this greed. Thousands of 
human beings die daily because of it.  
This situation is absolutely unnecessary.  
The military-industrial complex can be transformed     
without a fight. 

This document sets forth a clear and workable 70% Plan of action to facilitate this 
transformation. It is a start point with built in flexibility. The Human Race is at a choice 
point. The Zero Point akin to the task of passing the camel through the eye of a needle. 
Full 5th World Assemblage must start NOW. 



Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 

70% Plan for Planetary 

Transformation 

The transformation of consciousness that is taking place now is the evolution of the 
human being into the expression of a ‘True Human’ as described by Native American 
Elders. A ’True Human’ is a person who is ‘one-hearted’, i.e. there is no hidden 
agenda. Someone who is transparent in the manner in which they conduct their lives. 
The Individual Soul Self is expressed in betterment of the whole community within a 
culture that has, since a child’s birth, sought to enrich the uniqueness of individuality. 

The enslavement of the 4th World human is the advent of 
closed system thinking and finite science. The machinery of the 
industrial revolution was created to serve us, but it has created 
an economy that is employed to constrain and control us.  
We have given money greater value than we give value to life. 
We have forgotten that life is Sacred. The arena of the greatest 
profit is war. The people are clamped, ball and chain, to taxation 
through the gross governmental spending on the military. This 
extends to all arenas of research, including aerospace, which  
extends to ‘Black  Ops’, ET back engineering and anti-gravity 
technology, the pharmaceutical/medical industry etc. Alongside 
the hidden ‘black budget’ of covert operations the measure of 
global spending is appalling while children die of starvation and 
we continue to neglect the sanctity of life in every respect.  

The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance, via Psi Operations has successfully secured 
exopolitical agreements and contracts that have given rise to the terrestrial base of 
the ‘Elohim Cosmic Enforcement Agency’ and the establishment of the ‘Contact Zero 
Network’, the ‘Arcturian Protectorate’ and the ‘Pleiadian High Council’.  
Among Psi Ops. activities the Symbols of Alchemy have been liberated from the hands 
of secret societies such that they may be applied as tools by all people in assembling 
the 5th World without being shrouded by occult misrepresentation.  
In fulfilment of ancient and Templar Prophecies and through international co-
operation, the Philosopher’s Stones have returned to Scotland. 
On 25.6.2.14, kin 218 (06/01/08), at the exact zenith of Sirius, the 5th World Timing 
Standards based on Time Science and Infinity Codes were anchored and established 
as formal assemblage of the 5th World actualisation, with full consciousness that it 
was the zenith of Sirius in 1582 that anchored the reformation of the Gregorian      
Calendar by Pope Gregory XIII.  The 5th World is now begun. 



4th World Entropy 
 

The Military Industrial Complex 

It was the Roman Empire that embedded within the collective world-view the concept that 
conquest is deemed a civilised behaviour. As Roman civilisation became christianised, the 
Vatican took hold as the seat of power. It was the Vatican that authorised the torture and  
execution of untold thousands of human beings in a bid to eradicate matriarchal lineages and 
censor any scientific investigation of reality that was not geocentric. Charges of heresy and 
witchcraft were mercilessly carried out. The ancient inheritance of the sciences of zero and  
Infinity, from Persia, Egypt and beyond, were deemed heretical and under the dominion of 
the church and were silenced upon pain of death. The weapon of fear proved a great tool of 
oppression. 
 
The concept of conquest as empire expansion has engendered a belief structure where power 
is equated as domination. Newtonian science, confined to study only the physics of three     
dimensions, enabled the ability to precisely target projectiles but limited science to the closed 
system mechanics of physical domination. 
 
It was the Rothschild family who, in the wars of Napoleonic conquest, recognised the  
opportunity for profit in war. Funding both sides ensured maximising the profit potential. As 
fractional reserve banking and usury were already accepted practices, the opportunity of gain 
was guaranteed. 
 
Human consciousness naturally expands as a process of evolution. We no longer uphold the 
view that the Earth is the centre of the Universe. The terrain of the entire globe is sliced up as 
dominion of Nation States. The quest for Empire expansion has become a quest for Global 
Domination. The same strategies are still being employed. A fractional reserve economy is  
dependent on debt and unsustainable. The cost of war continues to feed the coffers of the  
financial elite while poverty is the life reality of the greater majority of the global populace. 
The tools of fear, guilt, shame and a false sense of National Patriotism ensures docility in 
those not bound by survival necessity. That this is done under the banner of Freedom and  
Democracy merely illustrates the fact that these few people still function from the premise; 
“By whatever means necessary” and have lost all sense of human morality in their disregard 
for human life. The human 4th World collective reality is one of servility to a Permanent War 
Economy driven by an oligarchy seeking plutocratic global domination. 

The 4th World Human lives in a reality of conformism, control 
and slavery that is the antithesis of democratic freedom. Human 
beings have become slaves to a product consciousness and a 
work ethic that serves a fortressed existence.  
Corrupt governance is responsible for the deaths of millions of 
lives throughout history. The patriarch’s domination is an        
appalling fact and indictment of His Story.   
Money is given more value than life. 



4th World Entropy 
 

The Military Industrial Complex 

The Military Industrial Complex of the 4th world is in a state of entropy. Limited as it is by a 
science of three dimensions exemplified by the 2nd law of thermodynamics, the ‘heat-death’ 
law, which states that all energy within closed systems must come to entropy. Since the advent 
of nuclear weaponry the capability of Mutually Assured Destruction (MAD) has long been  
established. The Government of the USA has a 20:20 vision of Full Spectrum Dominance. 
Trillions of dollars are being spent on the Weaponisation of Space. To what end? 

We are witnessing the end games of the 4th World survival. The world is at war to grasp 
and control dwindling finite resources and secure continuance of something that must,  
ultimately, by the very laws that define it, end. This creates a potentially volatile and/or 
violent response to the need for change, as the habituated pattern of 4th World            
behaviour is to fight to hold on. The possibility of a catastrophic extinction event is very 
real in these times. 
 
The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 70% Plan of Planetary Transformation offers the 
opportunity of transition to the Military Industrial Complex without the requirement of 
conquering it. This document does not propose revolution, but rather resolution. This 
change can come about void of any need for further destruction of the human condition. 
In fact it is restorative and will carry economics forward onto a solid base of a metals 
backed currency founded on manifest collateral.  



5th World Assemblage 

Germination, Gestation  

and Birth 

Processes of collective change are equivalent to processes of personal change. Before 
anything can change, there must be the awareness and acceptance of the dysfunction 
that needs to undergo change. This must be followed by the sincere desire for change. 
In the personal processes of change, to accomplish this the ‘basic self’ must agree that  
it will have a better time once the process of change is complete. Similarly with the 
process and practical application of collective change, it must be clearly seen that 
through this transition everyone gains. 

The seed of the 5th World has germinated and 
the tap root found anchor. The opportunity 
available to the human collective now is the 
transition from a karmic process of life            
experience to one of dharma. The karmic     
process of life has been one of learning through 
pain and separation.  
Separation from the source and sanctity of life is 
the causal root of all pain and suffering. The 
dharmic reality of the 5th World ‘True Human’ 
is one of engaging life as an experience of joy 
and pleasure for evolutionary growth. 
 
There is everything to gain through acceptance 
of dharma. This transition from karma to 
dharma necessitates the requirement for ‘Truth 
Amnesty’ and forgiveness, as a human being can 
not realise a state of dharma with a dual heart. 

The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance has diligently laid down the foundations for this 
transition to occur. The ‘Contact Zero Network’ has international reach with key contacts 
established into every aspect of the 70% Plan for Planetary Transformation.  
The infrastructure for delivering free energy and resources to where it is needed most is 
established through Malcolm & Priest Technologies Ltd. for the peaceful transformation 
of the military industrial complex, and through Green Fibre Communications to nourish 
the visions of the people. This change is happening. 

It is clear that all exchange occurs through relationship. This is 
true for the exchange of love, as well as for goods, services and 
money. It is also true in the case of exchanging intelligence. 
When we break our dependence on fossil fuels and finite science 
and open ourselves to Infinity and Zero, the realm of a multi-
dimensional Universe affords us a much greater field of  
engagement. 



Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 

70% Plan for Planetary 

Transformation 

The dharmic opportunity of truth amnesty affords the human collective the choice to 
transcend the dogma and fixed beliefs that are a symptomatic outcome of a closed 
system mind. It is not ours to judge the folly of sangsara, but rather to hold open the 
gateway to better choices. The cacophony of calamity that is the 4th World reality is  
symptomatic of dysfunction in the collective.  
The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance and Contact Zero Network are positioned to 
bring catalytic change to targeted arenas of dysfunction. This transformation begins 
by accepting the view that the Universe is an infinite open matrix of Holonomic  
Fractal Intelligence manifesting infinite life forms within infinite diversity and in a 
continuum of evolution via the life forms it expresses. 
 
To restore resonance in harmonic alignment with this matrix of intelligence is the  
opportunity of dharma. The arenas of targeted awareness to bring speed to this  
collective transformation are: 

♦ Fractional Reserve Banking and Usury. Unsustainable  
          economics that demand a populace burdened by indebtedness will  
          transfer to a ZeroPoint Space Age Economy. 
 
♦ Energy Supply and the Petro-Chemical Industry. Over Unity, 

Anti Gravity and ZeroPoint technologies deployed to supply unlimited 
free energy. 

 
♦ Weaponisation of Space. The Contact Zero Network is directly 

associated with the Space Preservation Treaty-signing which once  
implemented will transform military spending, redirecting already 
established and resourced  ‘Black Ops.’ research programmes to the 
service of collective wellbeing. 

 
♦ Military Domination. Military service will become as it always 

should have been in applying the discipline and precision of dedicated 
service to Earth (Bio-sphere) and community restoration, liberating 
resources that can be applied to the R&D of the new technologies. 

 
♦ Industrial and Product Consciousness. As people are liberated 

from the burden of debt and taxation, collective value systems will be 
re-evaluated. Quality and resonance will supercede quantity and   
possession as fundamentals of value. 

 
♦ Gregorian Timing Standard. The word ‘calendar’ is derived from 

the Roman word ‘calends’ which refers to the timing of tax collection. 
The Gregorian calendar, (Vatican, Rome),  in use worldwide, upholds 
this and establishes the belief structure that ‘Time is Money’. It is not. 
Time is 4th dimension. The Natural Timing Standard of the Infinity 
Codes are now anchored within the collective matrix. 



Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 

70% Plan for Planetary 

Transformation 

♦ Environmental Contamination and Ecological Balance. Zero-
Point Technology will have a harmonising and equalising effect on 
environments, while resource will be directed to the urgent task of 
restoring balance to bio-sphere harmonics. This will include carefully 
considered strategy for handling nuclear disassembly and waste. 

 
♦ Climate Change. ZeroPoint technology delivers ‘clean’ energy and 

is restorative to ecological balance.  Intensive research into the        
energy—matter/life  force—bio-organism interrelationship as the 
movement of involution/evolution into greater elegance of the           
expression of Universal Intelligence. 

 
♦ Health Care. Dedicated in-depth study of the human energy body 

and physical body relationship in maintenance of resonant health. 
Inclusion of awareness of the multi-dimensional nature of being as 
essential to wellbeing. 

 
♦ Pharmaceutical Industry. Alignment and orientation centres    

established to facilitate breaking dependencies on anti-depressants 
and symptom suppressing drugs. Restoration of life value above 
profit motive. 

 
♦ 3rd World Famine and Destitution. Delivery of free ZeroPoint 

Technologies will be made available to the poorest regions first in   
order to enable a fast return to self-sustainability. 

 
♦ Education. Children will be enriched according to their own growth 

and their own unique experience of resonant attraction. Schools will 
become the learning centres of specialist interest, available to all at 
any time in their life. 

 
♦ Sex Industry. Restoration of sex as natural, beautiful and sacred. 

Integration of spiritual sexuality as the cultural expression of the 
erotic elegance of all life. Restoration of rites of passage to guide   
children into maturity. 

 
♦ Justice and the Judiciary. The cause of the scarcity or survival 

threat will be the subject of investigation rather than a guilt/innocent 
plea. 

 
♦ Prisons and Penalty. The concept of punishment will shift to the 

recognition of the need for re-alignment and healing as opposed to 
penalty. Centres for the arts of healing and de-conditioning will       
replace prisons and hospitals. 



Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 

70% Plan for Planetary 

Transformation 

The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 70% Plan for Planetary Transformation is 
based upon the US Marine Corps Management Principles article 1. “Aim  for the 
70% solution. It is better to decide quickly on an imperfect plan than to roll out a 
perfect plan when it is too late.” 
 
To not act now is leaving it too late. 

Over Unity technology is proven. ZeroPoint technologies are proven at proof of principle. 
Anti gravitic technologies have been the subject of military black ops since the 1950’s.  
Extra-terrestrial technology has been back engineered. The ‘Space Preservation Treaty’ 
pioneered by the ‘Institute for Cooperation in Space’, the ‘Disclosure Project’ and the 
‘Decade of Contact’ alongside the proposed ‘Truth Amnesty’ are perceived as the vehicles 
of efficient transformation. 
 

The Alchemical quest has been accomplished. Lead can be turned to Alchemical Gold.  
The Philosophers Stones have returned to Scotland. 



Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 

 
5th World Assemblage 
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Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 

70% Plan for Planetary Transformation 

The Philosophers’ Stones 

 
“The Philosophers Stone is called the most ancient, secret or unknown, 
natural, incomprehensible, heavenly, blessed sacred stone of the Sages. 

It is described as being true, more certain than certainty itself, 
the Arcanum of all Arcana—the divine virtue and efficacy, which is hidden 
from the foolish, the aim and end of all things under heaven, the wonderful 

epilogue and conclusion of all the labours of the sages—the perfect essence of 
all the elements, the indestructible body which no element can injure, the     

quintessence; the double and living mercury which has in itself the heavenly 
spirit—the cure of all the unsound and imperfect metals— 

the everlasting light—the panacea for all diseases—the Glorious Phoenix— 
The most precious of all treasures—the chief good of Nature.” 

 
Anon. The  Sophic Hydrolyth (1678) 



5th World Assemblage 
 

An Evolution of Consciousness 

It must be understood that the assemblage of the 5th World is a matter of course as a 
process of evolution. This has nothing to do with political power, manoeuvring or any 
form of strategy for national or private gain. What is occurring is a planetary process of 
increase in the resonant frequency of thought. On the winter solstice of 2012, the sun 
rises as close as it will come to conjunct Galactic Centre. We have been within the sphere 
of influence of energy/frequency transmission from the Galactic Source since the mid 
1980’s. We will remain within that sphere of influence until the mid 2030’s. Our choices 
now will shape how the world looks then. The planet will not return to this direct impact 
of energy from Galactic Centre for another 5,125 years hence. The 5th World of the True 
Human is the final 5th of a 26,000 year cycle of the Procession of the Equinoxes. As such 
it is a culmination of human evolution throughout the previous four ‘Worlds’. This is 
why the 5th World is more commonly know as the ‘Golden Age.’ The previous worlds of 
evolution relate to the ‘Mu Age’, ‘Lemurian Age’, the ‘Age of Atlantis’ and this passing age 
of conquest and domination. 
 
5th World Assemblage does not require defeating the 4th World. The 5th World reality is 
as different to the 4th World as diamonds are to coal. The 5th World is assembling itself 
as individual consciousnesses awaken to the increased resonances accessible now as 
seeding of the frequencies that will be the norm in fully assembled 5th World reality. 
 
The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 70% Plan for Planetary Transformation is a call to 
all individuals who recognise the awakening awareness to get behind the vision, stand up 
and be counted, as dharmic reality demands accountability. To the financial elite and the 
governments of the world, it offers the opportunity to find the courage to truly assume 
the mantle of your role. Service to the community and care for the welfare of life in your 
realm of influence. A truly benevolent and philanthropic expression would ensure that 
this transformation takes place. 
 
Participate such that democracy may truly be ‘from the people, for the people.’ 



5th World Assemblage 
 

An Act of Determination 

The 70% Plan for Planetary Transformation facilitates the socio-economic transfer of 
world-views and infrastructure. This can only come about with the acceptance of the fact 
that this evolution is a dharmic awakening. While dharma evokes the image of spiritual 
enlightenment, the practicality of dharmic living as a validated life choice is now possible 
since anchoring the New Timing Standard and Infinity Codes which facilitate a practical 
awareness of the ‘now’, aligned with celestial and natural energy expression. 

The leaden weight of the scarcity and survival fear of the 4th World exerts a toll 
of inertia against the willingness to fully assume the Self Authority required to 
command the choice for a better world. Dharma, as a collective condition of 
reality is not known to the human being. It is not something that is gifted to an 
individual. It requires perseverance of determination to have 100% certainty 
that one’s own life expression has integrity. 
 
The 5th World of the True Human will not have an economic of profit motive, 
but rather the collective care that each individual can be fulfilled. 
 
The 5th World will know a condition of permanent peace, because there will be 
no need for competition or crime as each individual is supported to contribute 
their unique gifts in service to the collective environment and requirement. 
 
The 5th World will not experience conflict over fuel, food and resource scarcity 
because ZeroPoint Technology supplying free energy liberates a massive hoard 
of resource that can be applied to civil, social and technological advance that is 
appropriate to a ‘Golden Age’. 
 
These three alone abolish the need for fractional reserve banking and usury. 
 
♦ Fractional Reserve Banking and Usury. Unsustainable  
          economics that demand a populace burdened by indebtedness will  
          transfer to a ZeroPoint Space Age Economy. 



Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 

70% Plan for Planetary 

Transformation in Action 

 
 
 
The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance through Contact Zero have engaged negotiations 
at the very highest strata of the current economic hierarchy. Despite promises and good 
words from some, who present themselves with an ‘Earth Restoration’ brief, no-one, as 
yet, has had the courage to be the one to walk their talk and make a difference. At a level 
of liberating billions of dollars, negotiations continue. Such philanthropic benevolence 
would initiate and facilitate this transformational plan with ease and liquidity. The 
sooner liquid resourcing can be delivered to the R&D of new technologies, the sooner 
certified working devices can be delivered to the global community, enabling swift and 
environment aligned reconstruction of self-sustaining community aided from the outset 
by the supply of free energy. The ‘Contact Zero Network’ has global allied relationships 
with inventors on the brink of delivering such a ZeroPoint device. 
 
♦ Energy Supply and the Petro-Chemical Industry. Over unity, Anti Gravity 

and ZeroPoint technologies deployed to supply unlimited free energy. Because of 
the very nature of the science of ZeroPoint which extends to a multi-dimensional 
perspective, no charge will ever be made for the supply of ZeroPoint Energy. There 
is no threat to the ‘oil barons’ wealth. Their finite fossil fuel asset is dwindling. As 
these antiquated technologies decline, the new technologies emerge. The potential 
for positive engagement in said technologies is vast.  

 
Anti Gravity and Over Unity technologies are already functional and proven. Refinement 
of delivery will be an on-going process. ZeroPoint Technologies  still require intensive 
investment in R&D. Proof of principle has been accomplished; therefore it can only be a 
matter of time before a functional device is delivered. 
 
Once a capable device is made ready, it is Malcolm & Priest Technologies Ltd. intent of 
purpose to present such a device on the world stage. ‘Event Zero’ will present the device 
to leading scientists, world leaders, earth restoration pioneers and interested parties at 
an invitation only conference. This private viewing facilitates an overview of the science 
and technology. This will be incorporated into a contemporary Science Fair.  ‘Event Zero’ 
will then present a working device to a global audience via multi-media streaming of a 
stadium event featuring performers, speakers and earth restoration leaders, with the 
event entirely powered by ZeroPoint energy itself.  
Following ‘Event Zero’, distribution of working devices will begin in the areas of the third 
world most in need, to empower self-governed access to clean water, agriculture and 
self-sustainability. 



Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 

70% Plan for Planetary 

Transformation in Action 

The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance upholds the view that the ban on weapons in space 
is one of the primary strategies that will facilitate changing the face of industry,          
commerce and military strategy globally. The ‘Institute for Cooperation in Space’ (ICIS), 
www.peaceinspace.com, founded by Dr. Carol Rosin and Alfred Lambremont Webre, 
J.D., M.Ed, champions this cause and has placed the Space Preservation Treaty before  
the governments of this world. The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance hosts the UK office 
of ICIS. 
 
♦ Weaponisation of Space. The Contact Zero Network is directly associated with 

the Space Preservation Treaty-signing which once  implemented will transform 
military spending, redirecting already established and resourced  ‘Black Ops’        
research programmes to the service of collective wellbeing. 

 
The ICIS vision and mission statement states “ICIS supports global cooperation in the 
development of a space economy where all the nations of the world can benefit from    
enhanced communication, shared information, and from the R&D of safe and clean    
New Energy, space age technology, products and services that can be applied directly     
to solving urgent and potential global problems such as health, poverty, education,      
pollution, global warming, sustainable development, environmental degeneration, etc.” 
 
The vision statement continues: “Imagine a world where nations join together to advance 
technologies for utilizing space resources. Imagine a global economy based on               
cooperative application of space technologies that would benefit all humankind,            
irrespective of any nation's degree of economic or scientific development. ICIS believes 
that this vision is not only possible, but inevitable. Humanity is on the threshold of a 
quantum leap in consciousness and endeavour. We must now take action to preserve this 
grand opportunity by preventing the Weaponisation of Space. 

We have a critical choice – to explore the great unknown of outer space or to risk          
continued suffering and disasters, devastation or obliteration. We can rise above different 
perspectives and actions that didn’t, don’t, and won’t cause second order change, actions 
that recognize our high consciousness and human potential applied with out-of-the-box 
thinking and intention to cause second order change, or we can continue the status quo 
of protesting the old and accepting the same that would only lead us to more violence  
instead of peace. It’s our choice, and the time has come to choose and to create the reality 
we want. 



Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 

70% Plan for Planetary 

Transformation in Action 

“We have a Space Preservation Act and a Space Preservation Treaty at the one moment 
in time when it can be passed into law… to ban all space-based weapons, protect our   
satellites that we need for verifying the reduction and elimination of missile and nuclear 
weapons and other dangerous and polluting technologies… as well as for other human 
and environmental needs. There are leaders who want no weapons in space and who   
appreciate the benefits and opportunities that can be made available to all by banning 
space-based weapons. And the time has come to make the choice. We get only one 
chance in history to make this choice. It is only our generation’s responsibility to         
preserve space as a weapon-free zone.” 

The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance already has relationship and agreements with 
‘Star Nation Peoples’ form the star systems of Orion, Sirius, The Pleiades and Arcturus. 
Psi Ops have been conducted beyond the bounds of Earth Quarantine. These Star Nation 
People are available to us with willingness to conduct Intelligence Transfer re. advanced 
technologies. To date contact has been established in 5th dimensional context. At the 
present time agreement is still being sought for 3rd dimensional ‘First Contact’. The 
situation remains that the people of Earth still need to transcend their tendency towards 
violence and aggression before such contact or intelligence transfer can move forward, 
although progress is being made with the latter. 
 
The human race can continue to choose separation at a global and Galactic/Universal 
level. However, it has already been stated that separation is a karmic choice. 



Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 

70% Plan for Planetary 

Transformation in Action 

The evolution taking place is one of increase in the frequency and quality of thought, 
where thought is understood as the perceptual cognition through interaction with energy 
within any given space. This is not a question of right/wrong thinking or behaviour. It is 
rather recognition of the fact that we exist in a Universe of energy frequencies and that 
the human being is quite ‘low’ on the scale of resonances existing within that Universe. 
As such, universal energy has a ‘higher’ frequency of resonance than the average human 
being can cognitively perceive and translate. This is changing. The evolution is one of 
electro-magnetic resonance with direct impact into the psychic/kinetic energies of all of 
Humanity. The increase of frequency is not avoidable as a human being is an electro-
magnetic/psychic-kinetic energy space within which the physical body exists. In view of 
this awakening paradigm it is apparent that war is a low frequency resonance strategy of 
conflict resolution. There are strategies of conflict resolution that transcend the           
disregard for life that war entails. 
 
♦ Military Domination. Military service will become as it always should have been 

in applying the discipline and precision of dedicated service to Earth (Bio-sphere) 
and community restoration liberating resources that can be applied to the R&D of 
the new technologies. 

 
Wars are manufactured for profit. It has been the strategy of the worlds financial elite to 
fund both sides of a war to maximise profit for themselves. Dubious engagements and 
deals are rife in the history of every war fought over the past two centuries. How  many 
lives have been lost such that these men may profit and further their  goal of global 
domination? It is difficult to stretch the imagination to consider the amount of money 
spent globally on  military and  militia  ends. Should  this  measure  of  investment  be 
delivered to life enhancing action, as opposed to our ability to kill others, we would see 
the world transform overnight. 
 

“The real truth of the matter is, as you and I know, 
that a financial element in the larger centres 

has owned the government since the days 
of Andrew Jackson.” 

 
“In politics nothing happens by accident; 

if it happens, you can be sure 
We planned it that way.” 

 
President Franklin Roosevelt. 



Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 

70% Plan for Planetary 

Transformation in Action 

With the advent of Information Technologies and the internet, cultures are no longer 
separated by geographical location. Religions are no longer defined by geographical  
terrain. Yet how many wars are initiated over religious differences and cultural           
misunderstanding? The current instability in the middle east, a situation created by 
western governments, is a reflection of the age old conflict between Christianity and    
Islam. The Knights Templar, through relationship with Persian scholars were custodians 
to the ancient knowledge of infinity. The Knights Templar themselves were condemned 
as heretic, until charges against them were reprieved on 11th October 2007 following 
Thri Fractal action to liberate the Sacred Symbols of Alchemy on 10th October 2007.  
 
Ultimately we must ascend to celebrate our cultural differences and the diversity of the 
expression that creates culture. Since the end of the ‘Cold War’ the bi-polar politic of 
communism vs. conservatism has clearly had its day, and yet the conservative west still 
attempts to uphold its values as superior and applicable to all. In their own words, “You 
are either with us or against us”, and thus condemned a terrorist. This attitude is blind 
nonsense. It is a blindness to the  truth of  polarity. The prerequisite of 3rd dimensional 
expression that fundamentally underpins all manifest forms. This blindness closes out 
the possibility to recognise polarity as complimentary opposites and defines reality 
within dogmatic moralities of good/bad, correct/incorrect, with us/against us, win/lose. 
And yet the complimentary nature of polarisation is right before us in every 24hr cycle. 
Day/Night. Attitudes of good/bad close out access to higher dimensional frequencies. 
 
Openness, transparency, sharing of Knowledge and Wisdom will be the key note of the 
5th World. Significant work has already been undertaken to discharge the grip on 
’Mystery School Teachings’, such that the esoteric (inner) and occult (outer) expressions 
of  unseen energy in motion can be understood in a life positive, creative context          
unshackled from the fear and superstition created by those who would seek to keep such 
knowledge for their personal ends. 
 
♦ Industrial and Product Consciousness. As people are liberated from the   

burden of debt and taxation, value systems will be re-evaluated. Quality and     
resonance will supercede quantity and possession as fundamentals of value. 

 
Industrialisation has grown from military development. It has been and still is the case 
that the majority of technical advance has developed from military research, with one 
aim in mind, to be better able to conquer our neighbours. This ethos carries across most 
arenas of advance including medical/pharmaceutical, bio-engineering and transport, etc. 
Inevitably, this primary focus is destructive to life. 
 
Once militarization has been accomplished, the technology will be productised and fed 
into the consumerist market. The science upon which research and development is      
undertaken is bound by the limitation of three dimensions. Within such limitation the 
resultant technology can only be framed within the construct of mastery or domination 
of the material plane, or matter. 
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Science, restricted to the study of matter could only create technologies dependent on 
the finite resources of the Planetary realm of matter. Our technologies are incredible, but 
at what cost? We have brought the material plane of this planet to its knees. Thousands 
of species have become extinct, never to be known on this planet again, because of the 
Human blindness to the affect of our wants. Pollution is at a critical level and yet we  
continue to use fossil fuels as if there is no tomorrow. If we sustain this behaviour, there 
will be no tomorrow for our children. 
 
Industrialisation created the opportunity to create wealth. Something we naturally all 
desire. Wealth is made possible through profit motive sales. The Thri Fractal Star        
Nations Alliance does not intend to point fingers of blame. These have been natural 
processes of development within the context of history, as we know it. However, it is 
clearly evident that the human collective is in gross dysfunction and so the intent is to 
highlight the causal roots of this dysfunction. 
 
‘Product Consciousness’ has overwhelmed the  markets of  commerce. It no longer    
matters if the product fulfils a collective need, it only matters if the marketeer can make 
a sale and there are no moral codes to that end. The use of media to manipulate the    
collective with regard to its needs has reached unprecedented levels. The market place is 
swamped with low quality merchandise (normally plastics) and throw away convenience 
items. Products are manufactured with built in obsolescence to ensure further sales. 
Even our world leaders go to election under multi-million dollar marketing campaigns. 
All of this through the manipulation of matter, which matters to Planet Earth. 
 
‘Product Consciousness’ has created a situation where manufacture is divorced from any 
sense of aesthetic value and separation from such value undermines morality until it is 
acceptable for other human beings to give their entire lives at a wage level below the  
poverty line, where children will be forced to work below minimum wage. It has created 
a cultural pattern that establishes addictive need patterns and then feeds them with    
absolute disregard for human life, creating black markets such as human trafficking,  
displacement of cultures, child prostitution, etc. It also manages a drugs market to numb 
us from the pain of it. However attractive we may consider our  shiny city centre edifices 
to this economic model, there is next to no beauty in it. This scenario is ugly enough, 
then apply fractional reserve banking, our current economic standard which is              
dependent on debt, and usury and you have a  population crippled by wage slavery and 
interest rates that ensure that the people will never rise above their debts. Slavery did 
not end in 1807, it just changed its face. 
 
The ‘Federal Reserve’ creates and issues money in the USA. Federal Reserve notes are 
not worth the paper they are printed on because there is nothing whatsoever backing the 
money such as Silver and Gold. The Federal Reserve Bank is not owned by the US      
government. It is a privately owned business. The US Government receives its money 
from the Federal Reserve and with it an interest rate that assures continued national 
debt. A similar situation is manifest in the UK where The Bank of England is also a      
private business. 
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War, debt and profit motive (creating product consciousness) are the mainstay of the 
current collective reality. Under these conditions only a very limited few can prosper. 
Once resources are relieved from the technologies of killing our ability of mind and skill 
in study will deliver life enhancing technologies beyond the scope of our current       
imagination. At the beginning of the 20th Century it was thought impossible to set a   
machine in the air. Global air travel has now become common place. At that time,        
human consciousness thought that the extreme of our Galaxy was the extent of the    
Universe. Over the last one hundred years, evolution has accelerated at a pace that our 
awareness has not kept up with. Implementation of the 70% Plan for Planetary       
Transformation will redress this situation. 
 
Fractal mathematics have proven infinity. The Hubble Telescope has enabled our view of 
deep space where we find Galaxies upon Galaxies in undefined measure. The thought 
patterns expressed above arose from a spiritual worldview that the Earth is the Centre of 
the Universe. We now know that the Earth exists in a small spiral arm of our Galaxy, that 
our Earth moves around the Sun and our whole Solar System moves around Galactic 
Centre. It really is time that we re-evaluated our world-view  in line with our greater    
understanding. 
 
All ancient cultures measured time in relation to the observable movements of Sun, 
Moon and Stars, and yet our current socio-economic / business and world timing      
standard is based on an arbitrary division of the year formed by Pope Gregory XIII, at 
the time when we thought that the Earth was the centre of the Universe. 
 
♦ Gregorian Timing Standard. The word ‘calendar’ is derived from the Roman 

word ‘calends’ which refers to timing of tax collection. The Gregorian  calendar, 
(Vatican, Rome), upholds this and establishes the belief structure that ‘Time is 
Money’. It is not. Time is 4th dimension. The  Natural  Timing  Standard  of  the 
Infinity Codes are now anchored within the collective matrix. 
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The Gregorian Calendar is a timing standard of unequal measure. No other device of 
measure with unequal units would be accepted or functional in any other context. How is 
it that we as a collective accept a timing standard that bears no relation whatsoever to 
the movement of the planet within space? The Gregorian calendar furthers the divide 
between humanity and creation. It is a tool of separation that doesn’t even maintain 
great accuracy. The four year leap-day sequence is appallingly clumsy, particularly when 
set against the accuracy of time/space measure of our ancient ancestors as reflected in 
the leap day sequencing of the ancient Persian culture, or the monument of Stonehenge 
in the UK. 

Through close study of the movements of the Planets, 
the cycles of the year and the backdrop of the ‘fixed 
stars’ and accompanied by the accuracy of star        
mapping software such as ‘StarCalc’, a natural timing 
standard is clearly evident in a 28 day lunar time     
calibration. Not only is this far more accurate than the 
current timing standard, but it opens the doorway to an 
incredible array of timing matrices. These matrices 
map the cycles of the planets of our Solar System and 
extend beyond to the greater cosm. Accuracy of timing 
calibration can be maintained over thousands of years. 
Study of these patterns has revealed what can only be 
called the ‘Infinity Codes’. The work of Dr. Raah Sirus 
Hun Kuk’um has delved with incredible precision into 
these ‘infinity codes’. This work translates the ‘language 
of the Universe’, the science of number, pattern and  
sequence. This profound study connects consciousness 
with the harmonics of creation. 

The ‘Infinity Codes’ reveal a non-mechanical and yet consistent pattern to the movement 
of energy within creation. Timing frequencies and harmonics have been mapped over 
several thousand years and proven to be true. All of the different cycles manifest in the 
movement of planets and stars code into repeating harmonics and resonances and they 
all interlock and interconnect within a matrix that is the pure energy expression of    
creation as it manifests itself. These number codes are incredibly significant because of 
the very fact that they reveal the harmonics that underlie all of creation. Not only do the 
infinity codes lay the frame for an accurate and connected timing standard, but they    
reveal the inter-relatedness of Universal manifestation. 
 
This is a comparatively young study, and yet it is already sensed that these coding       
harmonics may well hold the key to delivering ZeroPoint technologies, as the goal of 
such research is to access the energy held within the ‘ether’ or void. The Infinity Codes 
show the harmonics by which matter manifests from the void, and it is clearly Universal. 
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This understanding, that all matter (approximately 8% of the energy available in the 
Universe) manifests from a pure expression of energy-in-motion is fundamental to all 
current scientific advancement. The contemporary sciences are perceiving this and yet 
still we can only draw energy from matter. This is true in every respect. It is an absolute 
imperative that we transcend our dependence on fossil fuels and yet any real solutions 
or alternatives continue to be hindered through the vested interests of those who profit 
from oil. 
 
It is a perverse reflection of the power of media that the people are  sold ‘feel good’      
incentives and given to concern over individual ‘carbon footprints’. This is an appalling 
continuance of hoodwinking the people. It will not bring solution. Neither will wind or 
hydro power deliver solution to the global energy crisis. Technologies that can access the 
92% of Universal energy held within the void are established at proof of principle. It is 
delusional insanity to block these technologies from development and implementation. 
These technologies are clean—non-polluting. In fact it is predicted that they will have a 
restorative effect in neutralising environmental contamination. 
 
♦ Environmental Contamination and Ecological Balance. Once operative, 

ZeroPoint Technology will  have a harmonising and equalising effect on natural 
environments. Resource will be directed to the urgent task of restoring balance to 
bio-sphere harmonics. This will   include carefully considered strategy for handling 
nuclear disassembly and waste. 

 
It is no longer acceptable that the Human Race continue on its recent/current course. 
There are already large tracts of ocean water that are essentially dead. Natural clean  
water is comparatively scarce. We have sucked the fossil fuels from the Earth, we have 
blasted and raped the body of this planet. We have polluted, damaged and corrupted the 
atmosphere, the very air we breathe. Collectively we know this is true and yet we       
continue to decimate rain forests, drive our combustion engines and maintain our      
industries. All for the sake of money and profit. Is it any wonder we find ourselves in 
quarantine in relation to the greater Galactic Community. Our behaviour is insane.    
Human beings, in their current modality, are a danger to all life. 
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The Infinity Codes demonstrate the inter-connected, inter-reliable and inter-dependent 
nature of all things within the Infinite Universe. They demonstrate that all matter is 
manifest within the harmonics and frequency resonance of pure fractal dynamics. That 
the Universe is a continuum of infinite time and infinite space that sustains itself 
through harmonic dynamics of relationship is proven. Our culture is actively engaged to 
maintain separation. Our calendar ensures our disconnection. Our work ethic keeps us 
imprisoned in scarcity and survival fear. Fear, shame, guilt, debt, doubt, resentment, 
powerlessness, are all strategies that our ‘authorities’ use to keep us removed from our 
Self Authority. 
 
♦ Climate Change. ZeroPoint technology delivers ‘clean’ energy and is restorative 

to ecological balance.  Intensive research into the  energy—matter/life  force—bio-
organism interrelationship as the movement of involution/evolution into greater 
elegance of the expression of Universal Intelligence. 

 
Everything within infinite creation is connected. Our spiritual traditions all relate the 
adage ‘As Above/So Below’. This is so, and experiencable from a place of connection. 
Yet in our arrogance we placate ourselves with the idea that the ‘As Above’ must be in 
equal dysfunction to our ‘So Below’. Not So. If we opened ourselves to our multi-
dimensional nature, we would swiftly re-align with the harmonic frequency resonances 
of the fractal dynamics of the ‘As Above’. Our ‘So Below’ is being destroyed because we 
separate from the ‘As Above’. Every effort and every resource must be made available  
to restore our connectedness with Galactic/Cosmic/Universal energy, how it interfaces 
with the realm of matter and how we can utilise this understanding in order to create 
sustainable realities that are aligned with the energy movement of all other natural 
forms of creation. 
 
The connected, energy sensitive perception of a Human Being, awake, aware and       
attentive to how energy is moving in creation, is in a state of naturalness and this is the 
state that the human being will wake up to in the full assemblage of the 5th World.  
 
♦ Health Care. Dedicated study of the human energy body and physical body     

relationship  in  maintenance  of  resonant  health.   Inclusion of awareness of the 
multi-dimensional nature of being as essential to wellbeing. 

 
Obviously this change of world-view will have massive implications with regard to 
health care. All  the  symptoms of dysfunction referenced in this document rob the     
human being of life force energy. Stress, anxiety and a sense of powerlessness are     
perhaps the worst causes of energy loss. Our 4th World mode of living costs us more 
energy than we get back from our life expression. This is the antithesis and reversal of 
the concept of over-unity and is directly related to poor health and premature death. 
With consciousness, morality free of rules and laws, and a life attitude that embraces 
aesthetic, we can reverse this such that our engagement in life benefits both health and 
longevity.  
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This is, in essence, the shift from karma to dharma. Karma equates to suffering and   
energy loss. Dharma entails an orientation to pleasure and quality that creates energy 
gain. This is the basis of all ‘alternative’ bona fide healing practices. To identify where 
we lose energy through dysfunction and self-responsibly take care to change the root 
behaviour.  This must now be applied to our collective dysfunction. 
 
♦ Pharmaceutical Industry. Alignment and orientation centres established to 

facilitate breaking dependencies on anti-depressants and symptom suppressing 
drugs.  

 
The whole attitude and approach to wellbeing will transform. Our current drug and 
medical industries function to treat symptoms by removal or suppression. This does not 
cure dysfunction. With the widespread acceptance of the practices of alchemy and its 
applications for healing, the face of health care will change. Dysfunction at all levels 
must be addressed at cause. 
 
Dysfunctional patterns accrue matter following the same energy laws that guide all 
forms of manifestation. Dysfunctional patterns attract dissonant expressions in the 
same way as aesthetic patterns will attract resonant forms. An honest assessment of the 
expression of our human aspects, emotion, thought, physical, spiritual and sexual, born 
in relation to creations expression of the elements, water, air, earth, fire and void will 
carry the human being forward in their process of aligning with the energy movement 
of the Infinite Fractal Matrix of Universal Energy. 

As connection is restored, the higher frequency 
energy of Universal Creation will re-align the  
human matrix through laws of pure energy   
resonance. Increased resonance is the awakening 
that is occurring as the human evolution of    
consciousness that is the birthing of the 5th 
World.  
 
For the individual there is the recognition that 
through connection, relationship is established  
and that it is through relationship that energy 
transference takes place. This activates the 
awareness that the higher frequency energy of 
creation is, in fact, higher frequency intelligence. 
 
Intelligence that expresses as resonance and is 
woven  through symbol into matter via the 4th 
dimensional ordering of time. 
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As recognition of the higher frequency intelligence of creation dawns, many of the    
dysfunctional patterns of 4th World human behaviour are seen for what they are and 
become abhorrent to the higher frequency resonance being integrated through energy 
interaction with a greater sphere than only the three dimensions of the physical world. 
 
♦ 3rd World Famine and Destitution. Delivery of free ZeroPoint Technologies 

will be made available to the poorest regions first in order to enable a fast return 
to self-sustainability. 

 
That any child should die of starvation is simply not acceptable. 
 
♦ Education. Children will be enriched according to their own growth and their 

own unique experience of resonant attraction. Schools will become the learning 
centres of specialist interest, available to all at any time in their life. 

 
The language of the Universe may well be mathematics, but its voice is symbol. 
 
Everything that is known to human beings is formed through symbol. Contemporary 
science has arrived at the awareness that all that there is, is energy. The Human Being 
is an energy—light—being, an energy space in interaction with all other energies that 
connect  with  that  space.  All of the  human  senses  receive  input  stimulus  from  the  
surrounding environment. This includes the faculties of human ’ESP’ (energy sensitive 
perception). It is via these senses that we make sense of the world. All of the input 
stimulus is processed via the neural pathways of the brain. According to collectively 
agreed definitions, resonance is identified, interpreted and experienced as perception. 
It is our collectively agreed symbol structure that establishes the appearance of matter. 
This is known as an ‘energetic uniformity cohesive contract’. It is a collective agreement 
to perceive the world in a particular way. This agreement is deeply rooted into ancestral 
inheritance and is coded within the DNA, RNA matrix. 
 
All intelligence, and thus knowledge transfer happens through connection, merging and 
interaction or energy interface. The blossoming of a Human Soul is a process of life and 
evolution. Learning is a natural process of growing. It is the whole community that pass 
on the collective ‘description of the world’ to the child. The quality and nature of the  
description is the responsibility of the adult collective/community. There is nothing 
within human experience that is not conveyed via this process. It is a process that 
shapes the physical matter of reality. The quality of manifestations in the perceived 
world is shaped by collective care. Any integral connection with life through the natural 
matrix of creation energy affirms intimacy. Intimacy fosters care. 
 
Education will care to enable the child to make sense of the world by introducing the 
child to relationship with all forms of matter within its environment, mineral, plant, 
animal and human. It will open relationship with the energy reality of the ‘spirit’ of 
things as well as the unseen realms of ancestral spirits. 
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From birth until death the process of maturational development will be honoured 
through the re-introduction of ‘Rites of Passage’. From birth until puberty the primary 
focus will be enrichment of individuality within the environment and community. A 
child’s enrichment will be nurtured through relationship within a context of ‘extended 
family’, where community is the basis rather than blood. In such a context the care of the 
community will be to identify the uniqueness of the child as they develop and to then    
enrich the child accordingly with resources and knowledge related to the child’s natural 
curiosity, abilities, talents and skills. 
 
Schooling will be transformed into life learning facilities. Schools will become centres of 
learning, open to the whole community at any stage of their life, such that learning can be 
undertaken in alignment with desire to know. 

The understanding of the ‘True Nature’ of our humanness will be of primary value in the 
conscious assemblage of the 5th World reality. The multi-dimensional nature of our 
unique individual energy matrix allows an expansion of awareness of the nature of 
‘knowing’ and ‘being’. Since the groundbreaking research of Dr Roy Malcolm {Malcolm 
and Priest Technologies Ltd} in his thesis "Modulation of Muscarinic Receptors in the 
Brain" and subsequent scientific papers, it is known that the concentration of  neuro-
transmitter receptors in the brain ,which reflects sensitivity of the system, responds     
rapidly to small changes in the activity of the neuroreceptors and the DNA/RNA coding 
for protien synthesis. The brain neurological system is very sensitve. He also clearly   
demonstrated that the differences in concentration of the muscarinic type of neuro-
receptors in the temporal cortex, [an area of the brain associated with memory and    
learning] is correlated with reported differences in the learning ability or intelligences of 
animals studied.   

As with zero point energy, where the ether, or void, accounts for 92% + of 
the existent energy within the Universe, it is also so that so called ’junk’, 
or rather ‘latent’, DNA coding accounts for a similar percentage of the 
DNA structuring. That the activity of cell membrane neuroreceptors    
influences protein synthesis as transmitted by mRNA is profoundly     
significant when considering that body chemistry changes rapidly in    
direct response to emotive quality of experience. The body  chemistry is  
radically different under conditions of stress than under conditions of 
pleasure. This indicates that the capacity for rapid change in collective 
reality is possible when steps as outlined here are accomplished. 
 
The processes of  energy  transfer from pure energy into matter are      
directly related to both the auric and DNA function in assembling reality. 
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The consciousness of life as a bio-energetic feedback process of evolution transforms 
the attitude towards all that impacts the quality of experience. It is recognised that both 
ancestral inheritance, as habituated receptor habits creating repetition in quality of   
experience, along with forward visioning and the anticipation of fruitful actualisation, 
dramatically impact body chemistry. These aspects combine in interaction with the  
Universal/Cosmic/Galactic/Solar/Earth/Culture/Community/Home energetic that   
exists in the moment and all three determine the receptor activity at the cell membrane. 
The maturation process of life experience will alter ancestral coding as evolution. 
Imagination and liberty hold the keys to a hopeful future development. Being present 
with consciousness to the quality and frequency of energy in the moment facilitates 
acuity of receptivity to infinities intent as expressed in the multi-dimensional flux of the 
moment. Infinities intent is the intelligence of the Universal energy of chaos. It is free 
energy in motion that has qualitative frequency and resonance, or thought. The current 
human collective transformation taking place is an evolution of consciousness. i.e. we 
become aware. 
 
The DNA coding functions as binary coding. Everything that exists in the manifest is 
within this polarised expression. This is true for all life forms on Earth and is reflected 
in gender. In the human being it is imperative that an appropriate understanding of  
female/male differences, driven by genetic coding, be clarified. The 4th World belief 
pattern has been patriarchal dominant. This attitude is not resonant with 5th World  
dynamics. Gender confusion and  conflict are compounded by belief structures that  
create guilt and shame. The union of female and male energy creates life. Sexual taboo 
inhibits life. Life force is sexual and creative.  Sexual suppression and dysfunction      
underlie many of the symptoms of 4th World entropy. 
 
♦ Sex Industry. Restoration of sex as natural, beautiful and sacred. Integration of 

spiritual sexuality as the cultural expression of the erotic elegance of life with  
temples of training and practice for specialist interest or acumen. Restoration of 
rites of passage to guide children into maturity. 

 
Appropriate understanding of female/male differences and sexuality will be conveyed 
at puberty rites of passage. The  inability to integrate sexuality with maturity creates  
energy patterns whereby adults continue to function from child motivations. This 
causes attitudes of self-focus and separation. In puberty rites of passage, each gender is 
instructed by the same gender. Proper sexual instruction requires an understanding of 
the energy body when sexual union is understood as ‘merging’. The flow of life force in 
the body realised through sexually uninhibited and conscious engaging is wholly life 
and health positive. This appreciation of the energy union is natural yet is commonly   
referred to as ’spiritual sexuality’. 
 
The assemblage of the 5th World is a liberation process. As such, when released, all the 
frequencies that have been suppressed will seek expression. This is demonstrated in the 
advent of the internet as an anarchic system of communication. 
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The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance holds firm to principles of non-denial and non-
censorship. The facilities that will become centres of study and practice will initially 
hold the space for releasing, healing and transforming low frequency sexual resonances 
through safe and intimate environments where desires may be explored, thus clearly 
identifying the qualitative resonance for what it is and being able to assist the individual 
involved to  experience a higher frequency resonance related to the motivational drive 
underlying dysfunction, enabling transformation as a process of desire. 
 
Guilt, shame and fear are the primary energies of a product consciousness attitude     
towards sex that has manifest as a sex industry. It is also a primary feed to the debt 
based credit economy. Product consciousness applied to sexuality creates a frequency of 
expression that causes addictive behaviours and energy loss through low level orgasm 
as release. This is detrimental to life and health and the anti-thesis of life generative 
sex.  
 
The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance will act to liberate those involved in the sex     
industry as victims, either by force or by force of conditions (poverty), or against their 
will in any way. Moral standards will be established in accord with Sacred Law. The 
honouring of the womb of woman as the cauldron of life and that nothing shall be done 
to harm the children will be fundamental. Transgression will not be treated either with 
penalty or punishment, but with appropriate healing and integration of balance.  

“I believe that fundamentally they are (Jesus 
Christ and Mary Magdalene) an archetype 
for the marrying of male and female energy,  
which is literally the superconductor to     
create a resonant zero point device, based on 
the infinite principle of a woman’s  womb. 
Because creation happens in that moment…   
…The exact moment when the sperm enters 
the ovum, the egg, the precise moment of  
exchange. That’s zero point.” 
 

Eliahi Priest, Day Outside of Time 
25th July 2007.  

Edinburgh 
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In all aspects of human nature, while still honouring the individual right of privacy, as 
soon as there is a felt need to hide any behaviour or motive the individual loses one-
heartedness and thus transparency. Transparency is an integral aspect of 5th World 
‘True Humanness’ and is the root of intimacy. Intimacy is being ‘in openness with’.  It is 
to be at ease in allowing another to experience the entire energy matrix of your being, as 
it is. This Just Is—Justice. 
 
♦ Justice and the Judiciary. The cause of the scarcity or survival threat will be  

the subject of investigation rather than a guilt / innocent plea. 
 
The call to ‘Truth Amnesty’, as demonstrated in the cessation of apartheid, is one of the 
primary keys of the Thri-Fractal Star Nations 70% Plan for Planetary Transformation. 
The opportunity to be accountable for ones actions facilitates a return to one-
heartedness and re-integration into the Greater Universal Matrix of the intelligence of 
infinities intent and the possibility of Soul Dream Fulfilment. The measure of Soul     
fulfilment is equivalent to the measure of integrated connectedness. A sense of        
separation is evident in all aspects of desperation at all levels. Stepping outside of       
Sacred Law can only occur in desperation and separation.  

4th World morality has been 
established outside of the 
harmonising quality of        
female/male balance. This 
has created a belief   structure 
based on right/wrong, good/
bad polarisation. This belief 
structure denies polarity as 
complimentary and blocks 
access to ancestral memory. 

The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance have 
access to the 1st Nation Peoples of Turtle   
Island and the inheritance of a surviving  
lineage. A working model of a ‘Council of 
Law’ is applicable in all situations of seeking 
understanding of the energy dynamics that 
are  operative  behind  any  expression of 
dysfunction. 
Expressions of dysfunction will be embraced 
as pleas of desperation and appropriate      
re-balancing and integration will be then be 
delivered in order to restore balance within 
the individual and integrity in relati0nship 
with the holistic world-view. 
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♦ Prisons and Penalty. The concept of punishment will shift to the recognition of 
the need for re-alignment and healing as opposed to penalty. Centres for the arts  
of healing and deconditioning will replace hospitals and prisons. 

 
The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 70%  Plan for Planetary Transformation           
establishes a framework whereby the transmigration from the 4th World into the 5th 
World, or, ‘The Return to the Garden’, can be undertaken without fear. No one will lose. 
All will gain. No one will have their wealth removed from them. The economy need not 
be threatened or destabilised. Industry opportunities in new fields of development will 
be plentiful. Resources will be re-directed to facilitate the elimination of poverty. All 
will be honoured with the opportunity to be themselves. 

∞  
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As transformation of the military industrial complex unfolds, life quality of the people will 
increase through liberation from the stress of survival mode living exerted upon them 
through excessive taxation and corrupt governance. As the financial streams are re-directed 
to ‘life positive’ initiatives, environments conducive to harmonisation with creation will   
naturally emerge.  
 
The Natural Timing Standards are anchored and understandable through celestial events. 
The Quarters of the year will be celebrated as tidal nodes of the ebb and flow of the growth 
cycles of the year, rather than locked to the calculation of profit/loss and strategy targeting. 
The non-cardinal markers celebrated as the  maximised exchange dynamics of the interface 
of energy and matter understood through Fibonacci coding interfacing with binary fractal   
process codes. The Natural Timing Standards anchor these points in direct relation to actual 
and observable celestial events. These anchor points are already held in collective memory 
and ancestral mythology. Life energy moving as chaos functions within a principle of +1      
increment and thus remains non-mechanical. Collective mythologies from all cultures will 
be studied, with appropriate theological representation, and will be re-calibrated such that 
all definitive understanding will be based on empirical recognition of life processes taking 
place rather than belief system. 
 
Primary paired bonding is natural to human’s although the insular family unit is an outcome 
of fortressed consciousness. Family structures will open up as people become liberated from 
the bonds of wage slavery. In such an environment the nature and expression of culture will 
change radically. The integration of time as the 4th dimension becomes an abundant source 
of inspiration and joy in witnessing the majesty of synchronicity as infinities intent unfolds. 
Becoming multi-dimensionally aware establishes the human as a bridge between the higher 
dimensions and the three dimensions of the physical realm,  empowering a true recognition 
and understanding of the  Human Being as  co-creator with the life matrix. Infinities Intent 
moves through human yearning. Education serves fulfilment. 
 
Abundance will be directed to scientific research that seeks understanding of the energy 
laws guiding the movement of energy into substance. This understanding underlies all  
physical manifestation. The physical body is the physically manifest aspect of our overall  
humanness. The research and development of a new medical and healing practice will 
quickly develop alongside the decrease in manifest symptoms as the human energetic         
re-aligns with creation/life energy. 
 
Understanding Humanness as an energy-light-body will become fundamental in the           
re-integration of the people into the awareness of the nature and gain of living in energy 
resonance with life and creation as a participatory relationship of evolutionary co-creation. 
As re-integration takes place the experience of life as a maturational growth process is then 
integrated at every level such that the celebrations honouring a grandparent are of equal  
import as those celebrating childhood. 
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Clearly, as new sciences,  new technologies and new cultural environments emerge new     
arenas of understanding will be integrated into educational curricular. The enrichment of a 
child in early life will facilitate an energy sensitive perceptual awareness of Self within the  
environment and in relationship, merging and exchange. 
 
As the collective awareness is empowered to open to a multi-dimensional awareness of life 
and reality and the consciousness that all exchange occurs through connection, relationship 
and merging is integrated, the self-focussed attitudes of competition, taking, and getting away 
with what you can in order to gain for self and fortressed family will be transcended. As this 
occurs, the fear of chaos can be released such that chaos can be understood as the nature and 
expression of life force energy in free motion. Fractal mathematics is the language of chaos 
and its expressions are elegant and beautiful. 
 
Love is the resonant frequency of life force energy in free expression. In liberating the people 
from the stress, fear, shame, guilt, oppression and suppression of the contemporary manner 
of life experience, love, as life force, facilitates the individual to experience presence with the 
experience of love from within self. In the infinite now of being, this is the validation of all 
spiritual and religious traditions. 

∞  

The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance 70% Plan of Planetary Transformation is established 
within 5th World frequencies of actualised, validated and empirically evidenced actuality of 
the principles expressed here. 
 
The Contact Zero Network is primed and prepared to initiate these strategies as global     
modalities for transcending the 4th World entropy. 
 
Green Fibre Communications is established to facilitate autonomous and empowering 
strategies to renew the peoples belief in their own dreams. It is also established to facilitate 
the distribution of abundance to serve fulfilment of the aspirations of the people. 
 
The Thri-Fractal Star Nations Alliance continues to develop and facilitate relationship with 
the greater ‘Galactic’/’Cosmic’ community. 
 
This transformation is not only possible, it is over-due. 



Appendix 1 

DR. CAROL ROSIN  

INSTITUTE FOR COOPERATION IN SPACE 

(ICIS) 

Dr.  Carol  Rosin  is  an award-winning 
educator,  author,  leading  aerospace     
executive and space and missile defence 
consultant. She is a former spokesperson 
for Werner von Braun and has consulted 
to  a  number  of  companies,                 
organizations, government departments 
and the intelligence community. She is 
the current  President of the  Institute for 
Cooperation in Space (ICIS) Dr. Rosin 
has received the support of various 
prominent individuals  such  as U.S. 
Congressman Dennis Kucinich, a former 
Presidential Candidate, and Hon. Paul 
Hellyer, a former Canadian Minister of 
National Defence.  

Dr. Rosin was the  first  woman  to  hold  the position of Corporate Manager at Fairchild 
Industries from 1974 through 1977, where she met the late Dr. Werner von Braun. When 
they first met in early 1974, Von Braun was dying of cancer. Von Braun spent the last years 
of his life, his dying years, educating and mentoring Dr. Rosin about why space-based 
weapons are dangerous, destabilizing, too costly, unnecessary, unworkable and about the 
available alternatives. He asked Dr. Rosin to be his  spokesperson  and  to  appear  on      
occasions when he was too ill to speak. He asked her to take on the challenge of promoting 
the  ban of space weapons by  educating  decision  makers  and  the  grassroots  about 
transforming the military industrial complex into a peaceful space exploration industry.  
 
Dr. Rosin has been a consultant to corporations and organizations, including TRW, Disney, 
GE, IBM and the National Space Institute on space and defence. She has testified before the 
U.S. Congress, the U.S. Senate, the  President's Commission on Space and has met with 
people in over 100 countries about the feasibility of banning space-based weapons.  
 
Dr. Rosin is the recipient of the United Societies in Space Humanitarian Award for 30 years 
of dedication, a Science Teachers Gold Medal Award, an Aviation Writers Award and an 
American Society of Engineering Educators Award for organizing the motivation program 
"It's Your Turn" for youth, women and minorities. 

She is the founder and former director of the Institute for Security and Cooperation in 
Outer Space (ISCOS) an NGO in consultative status with the United Nations Economic and 
Social Counsel (UN-ECOSOC). 

She co-founded the Institute for Cooperation in Space (ICIS) in 2001 and is the current 
President. ICIS board members include former astronauts Edgar Mitchell & Dr. Brian 
O'Leary, as well as Arthur C. Clarke, former ambassador James George, General Council 
Daniel Sheehan and a founder of International Earth Day (March 21st), John McConnell. 
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Alfred Lambremont Webre 

 

Alfred  Lambremont  Webre, J.D., M.Ed.  is an   
author, lawyer (member of the District of Columbia 
Bar), futurist, peace activist, environmental activist, 
and a space activist who promotes the ban of space 
weapons. He was a co-architect of the Space             
Preservation Treaty and the Space Preservation Act 
that was introduced to the U.S. Congress by              
Congressman Dennis Kucinich and is endorsed by 
more than 270 NGO's worldwide.  He helped draft the 
Citizen Hearing in 2000 with Stephen Bassett and 
serves as a member of the Board of Advisors.  
Mr. Webre is also on the Board of  Advisers  at the 
Exopolitics Institute, is the congressional coordinator 
for The Disclosure Project, is a judge on the Kuala 
Lumpur War Crimes Tribunal, and is the International 
Director of the Institute for Cooperation in Space.  

Alfred Lambremont Webre became an associate with Cleary, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton, 
in New York City, in 1968. His responsibilities were international finance, tax, and       
litigation practice for investment banking, corporate, and public sector clients. In 1970, 
he joined the New York City Environmental Protection Administration as the General 
Counsel and Assistant Administrator He designed and enforced environmental standards 
for air, water, noise pollution, and solid waste management. In 1973, he went to work as a 
consultant for the Ford Foundation’s Public Interest Environmental Law Program in New 
York City. He was in charge of evaluation and program recommendations in public       
interest environmental law program for grantees including Natural Resources Defence 
Council and Environmental Defence Fund. In 1977, he joined Stanford Research Institute 
(SRI International) in Menlo Park, California, as a futurist for the Centre for the Study of 
Social Policy. His responsibilities were the studies in alternative futures, innovation     
diffusion, and social policy applications for clients including the  Carter  White  House 
Extraterrestrial Communications Study, the National Science Foundation, U.S. Congress 
(Office of Technology Assessment), the  U.S.  Department of Energy, and the State of 
California (Energy Plan).  
 
He was a member of the Governor's Emergency Taskforce on Earthquake Preparedness 
for the state of California between 1980 & 1982. Between 1982-1987,  he was a Non    
Governmental Organization (NGO) Delegate at the United Nations in New York. He was 
involved with the Communications Coordination Committee for the United Nations, with 
the UNISPACE Outer Space Conference (Vienna) and involved with the United Nations 
Second Special Session on Disarmament. In 1983, Mr. Webre joined the New York State 
Legislative Institute as Senior Fellow. He spent time on issues of public policy studies 
and legislative initiatives for the New York State legislature as well as the development of 
Graduate School of Political Management.  
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In 1986, he became President of Legal Access Worldwide (L.A.W.) an international legal 
access and litigation management firm. In 1987, Mr. Webre produced and hosted "The 
Instant of Cooperation", the first live radio broadcast between USA and the then Soviet 
Union, carried live by Gosteleradio and NPR satellite on WBAI-FM. In 1996, he was an 
elected delegate to the Texas Democratic Presidential Convention in Dallas, Texas.  
 
In 2000, he was a presenter at the Presidential Forum on Off-Planet Cultures Policy at 
the  Santa  Clara Convention Centre in California. Since 2002, he is the host of "The 
Monday Brown Bagger", a public affairs radio talk show on Coop Radio in Vancouver, 
British Columbia. He is a founding director of Canada's No Weapons in Space Campaign 
(NOWIS) established in 2002. In 2004, he created the Campaign for Cooperation in 
Space (CCIS), an international organization where he works with others to prevent the 
weaponization of space and promote the transformation of the war economy into a 
peaceful, cooperative space exploration industry. In March 8, 2004, Mr. Webre attended 
the Council of Canadians public forum at the Maritime Labour Centre in Vancouver. On 
March 14, 2005 Mr. Webre joined the editorial and advisory team for Peace Media. On 
February 16, 2007, Mr. Webre said that the 2007  Chinese  anti-satellite  missile  test   
occurred in order to stop the United States from proliferating weapons in space. 
 
Exopolitics 
 
After a lifetime of experiences, research and interactions with key players, Mr. Webre  
believes that there is intelligent extraterrestrial life in our Universe. He is the author of 
the online e-book, "Towards a Decade of Contact" and the book Exopolitics: Politics, 
Government, and Law in the Universe. The exopolitics model functionally maps the    
operation of politics, government and law in an intelligent Universe, and provides an   
operational bridge between models of terrestrial politics, government and law, and the 
larger models of politics, government and law in Universe society. 

Mr. Webre believes that as exopolitics posits, the truest conception of our human          
circumstance may be that we are on an isolated planet in the midst of a populated,   
evolving, highly organized inter-planetary, inter-galactic, multi-dimensional Universe 
society. He believes that we live on a planet that has been quarantined and that we are 
now being given an opportunity to join the rest of the spiritually evolved Universe Society 
in peace, thus an opportunity to avoid environmental global self-destruction or global 
self-destruction through war. 

Mr. Webre's views are not unlike the conclusion of other independent researchers such as 
Associate  Professor of  Political  Science, Dr. Courtney Brown and the late Harvard 
Medical School Professor of psychiatry, Dr. John Edward Mack, who believed that we 
must become "galactic citizens".  
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